
 

Into The Woods Jr. Character Descriptions  

 

Narrator/Mysterious Man: Male, Baritone, Sophisticated story-teller.  Must have 

excellent timing and good sense of humor. 

 

Cinderella: Female, Soprano. A young, earnest maiden who is constantly 

mistreated by her stepmother and stepsisters.  Callback song: On the Steps of the 

Palace 

 

Jack: Male or Female, tenor or alto.   The feckless giant killer who is ‘almost a 

man.’ He is adventurous, naive, energetic, and bright-eyed.   Callback song:  

Giants in the Sky 

 

Jack’s Mother: Female, Mezzo or Alto. Browbeating and weary, Jack’s protective 

mother who is independent, bold, and strong-willed.  

 

The Baker: Male, tenor or baritenor. A harried and insecure baker who is simple 

and loving, yet protective of his family. He wants his wife to be happy and is 

willing to do anything to ensure her happiness but refuses to let others fight his 

battles. Callback song: It Takes Two 

 

The Baker’s Wife: Female, Mezzo or Alto. Determined and bright woman who 

wishes to be a mother. She leads a simple yet satisfying life and is very low-

maintenance yet proactive in her endeavors.  Great comic timing. Callback song:  

Moments in the Woods 

 

Cinderella’s Stepmother: Female, The mean-spirited, demanding stepmother of 

Cinderella.  

 

Florinda And Lucinda: Female, Cinderella’s stepsisters who are black of heart. 

They follow in their mother’s footsteps of abusing Cinderella.  Big personalities. 

 

 Little Red Riding Hood: Female, high belter or mezzo.  A spoiled young girl who 

is strong-willed, quick-witted, fearless, yet youthful and naive. Callback song: I 

Know Things Now 

 

The Witch: Female, Mezzo/belter.  Sarcastic, ugly then-gorgeous, obsessive 

protector of Rapunzel.  Blunt, straightforward and aggressive.  Big personality, 

great comic timing.  Callback songs:  Greens Greens rap, Last Midnight  

 

Rapunzel: Female, high soprano.  Tormented young woman, daughter of the 

Witch.  Callback song:  Ah ah ah 

 

 

 



 

 

Cinderella’s Mother/Granny/Giant-Female 

Cinderella’s Mother: Soprano. Deceased with her soul guarding and aiding her 

daughter from a tree.  

Granny:  Quick-tempered and feisty 

Giant:  Offstage voice.  Angry that these people have destroyed her home and 

family. 

 

Wolf/Cinderella’s Prince: Male,. Baritone  

 Wolf: Hungry and insatiable hunter who takes advantage of the weak by 

misleading and captivating his prey.  Callback song: Hello Little Girl 

Prince: Vain and gorgeous, he is  disloyal and shallow, always searching for the 

next new, exciting thing. Callback Song: Agony 

 

Rapunzel’s Prince: Male, Baritone  Shallow, competitive with his brother, the 

other prince.   Callback song: Agony 

 

Steward:  Male or Female.  Assistant to Cinderella’s Prince.  He is snooty and 

looks down on anyone who is not royalty. 

 

Milky White:  The cow.  I am undecided about this part, but I am considering 

making it a featured dance role.  Milky White does not speak or sing-must be very 

expressive with  excellent physicality and good dancer. 

 


